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1. INTRODUCTION.Whatis randomness?Arethererandomeventsin nature?Are
therelaws of randomness?
Theseold anddeepphilosophicalquestionsstill stircontroversytoday.Some scholars have suggestedthat our difficultyin dealing with notions of randomnesscould
be gaugedby the comparativelylate developmentof probabilitytheory,which had a
somewhathampereddevelopment[20], [21]. Historiansgenerallyagreeuponthe year
1654 as a convenientlandmarkfor the birthof mathematicalprobability.At thattime,
some reasonablywell-articulatedideas on the subjectwere advancedin the famous
of PascalandFermatregardingthe divisionof stakesin certaingames
correspondence
of chance.However,it was only in 1933 that a universallyacceptedaxiomatization
of the theorywas proposedby A. N. Kolmogorov[28], with many contributionsin
between.Thatis, almostthreehundredyearsafterits beginnings,anda hundredyears
afterCauchy'sworkon the rigorizationof analysis,probabilitytheoryfinallyreached
maturity.It achievedthe statusof an autonomousdisciplineof puremathematics,insteadof being viewed as a mixedbranchof appliedmathematicsandphysics.
In contrast,the uses of notions of randomnessare as old as civilizationitself. It
appearedin a varietyof gamesof chance(coin-tossing,dice, etc.), as well as in divination,decision-making,insurance,andlaw.Manyreasonsfor this discrepancybetween
theoryand applicationhave been put forward.One suggestionis that a full development of the theory,going beyondcombinatorics,had to wait for the creationof the
very sophisticatedmathematicaltools andconceptsof set theoryandmeasuretheory.
A moreplausiblereasoncouldbe thatour cognitive(andeven psychological)constitution,whichmighthave evolvedto look for patternsandtrendseven wherethereare
none,is not well suitedto grasprandomness.1
In supportof that last idea, many psychologicalstudieshave shown that people
(even experts)performpoorlywhenusing intuitionto deal with randomness[2]. One
classical example2is the 'gambler'sfallacy':the common (false) belief that, aftera
sequenceof losses in a gameof chance,therewill follow a sequenceof gains,andvice
versa,in a kindof self-compensation.
Whatare the characteristics
usuallyassociatedwith randomness?A commonidea
This intuitionoriginatesin people's
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sequenceof coin tosses looks very
example,
games
experience
irregular,andno matterhow manytimes we've tossedthe coin, say a thousandtimes,
no one seemsto be ableto predictthe outcomeof the nexttoss. Thatarguablyexplains
the widespreaduse of randomizingdevices, like coins, dice, andbones, to guarantee
fairness in gambling3anddecision-making.
However,one could questionwhetherthese areexamplesof "really"randomphenomena.After all, actualcoin-tossing(for example)is a purelymechanicalprocess,
governedthereforeby Newton'slaws of motion.Hence,its outcomeis as predictable,
'The mathematicianEmile Borel claimed the human mind is not able to simulate randomness [34].
2A more subtle one is the Monty Hall problem (see Snell and Vanderbei[32]).

3The developmentof the mathematicalanalysis of games of chance seems to have been motivatednot only
by the desire to devise winning strategiesfor the games but also by the desire to detect fraud in them [4].
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in principle,as the motionof the planets,once the initialconditionsare given.4The
observedunpredictability
resultsfrom a peculiarcombinationof circumstances[24],
[49]. First,thereis a kind of "instability"built into the system, of the kind usually
associatedwith meteorologicalsystems;i.e., it is a dynamicalsystemdisplayingsensitivedependenceon (some set of) initialconditions.That,coupledwith our inability
to knowtheseconditionswithinfiniteprecision,resultsin unpredictability
inpractice,
even thoughthe processis totallylawfulin the sense of classicalmechanics.In other
words,we have an instanceof the phenomenonof "chaos."
It is reasonableto ask whetherthereare"intrinsic"(or ontological)notionsof randomness.The usual suggestionis the notion of "lawlessness,"also conceivedof as
"structurelessness,"
or "patternlessness,"
that we'll discuss
"disorder,"
"irregularity,"
in some sense. But one needs to be carelater.It certainlyincludesunpredictability
ful here. To begin with, one needs to distinguishbetween "local"irregularityversus
"global"(or statistical)regularitiesobservedin many chancephenomena[43], [42].
Forexample,althoughwe cannotpredictthe outcomeof individualcoin tosses,it is an
empiricalfact thatthe proportionof heads (or tails) obtainedaftera great numberof
tosses seems to convergeto or stabilizearound0.5. Besides, thereis a recurrentsense
of paradoxlingeringin the enterpriseof lookingfor laws thatgovernlawlessness[11]:
afterall, this last propertyseems to mean exactly the absenceof any subjugationto
laws.
Concerningrandomnessin naturalphenomena,it is not quiteclearwhatone should
look for. Conceivably,some quantummechanicalphenomenon,like radioactivedecay [23], would be a good candidateto investigate.In this paperwe won't discuss
this very importanttopic. We will focus insteadon the admittedlyless ambitiousbut
moremanageablequestionof whetherit is possibleat leastto obtaina mathematically
rigorous(and reasonable)definitionof randomness.That is, in the hope of clarifying the conceptof chance,one triesto examinea mathematicalmodel or idealization
thatmight(or mightnot) capturesome of the intuitivepropertiesassociatedwith randomness.In the processof refiningourintuitionandcircumscribingourconcepts,we
might be able to arriveat some fundamentalnotions.With luck (no pun intended),
these mightin turnfurnishsome insightinto the deeperproblemsmentioned.At the
very least it could help one to discardsome previousintuitionsor to decideuponthe
need for yet anothermathematicalmodel.
The historyof mathematicsshows thatthis strategyis frequentlyfruitful.An exampleof this processwas the clarificationof the conceptof 'curve'.Not only did it
leadto the discoveryof "pathologicalcurves"(whichareinterestingmathematicalobjects in themselves,linkedto fractalsandBrownianmotion)but also to the realization
in the formalizationof the intuitivenotion
thatsmoothnessis a reasonablerequirement
of curve [19]. Anotherexample,whichis centralto our discussion,was the clarification of the intuitivenotionof computability(see the next section).
Of course,this is not an easy task.The proposedmodel or idealizationshouldbe
simple,withoutalso being totallytrivial.One idea is to consideran abstractionof the
coin-tossingexperiment,the so-calledBernoullitrials.Representingthe occurrenceof
headsby 0 andtails by 1, we associatea binarystringto each possibleoutcomeof a
successivecoin-tossingexperiment.We thenask:Whenis a binarystringrandom?
To appreciatethe difficultiesinvolved, let's examine the "paradoxof randomness" [14]. It goes like this. Supposeyou toss an honestcoin repeatedly,say twentythreetimes. Considerthe followingoutcomes:
4The mathematicianand formermagician Persi Diaconis was able consistently to get ten consecutive heads
in coin-tossing by carefully controllingthe coin's initial velocity and angularmomentum.
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* OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoo
* 01101010000010011110011

* 11011110011101011111011.

The firstresultis generallyconsideredsuspect,while the secondandthird"look"random. However,accordingto probabilitytheoryall threeoutcomes,andin fact all the
223 possibleoutcomes,have the sameprobabilityof 1/223. Why,then,do the last two
outcomesseemrandomwhile the firstdoes not?
It is conceivablethatthe ultimatereasonfor thatperception"belongsto the domain
of psychology"[29], to be found in the structureof our visual-cognitiveapparatus.
the questionis whetherit is possibleto distinguishranSuch issues notwithstanding,
meaningfulway.Note thatourintudomfromnonrandomstringsin a mathematically
ition cannotbe trustedmuchin this task.It's enoughto observethatthe secondstring
aboveconsistsof the firsttwenty-threedigits of the binaryexpansionof VX - 1. So,
althoughit "looks"random,in the sense of exhibitingno obviouspattern,its digits
were obtainedby a process (rootextraction)that,by all reasonablestandards,is not
random.Note the overallsimilaritywith the thirdstring,obtainedby coin-tossing.
Forstringsit is onlypossibleto developa notionof degreesof randomness,therebeing no sharpdemarcationof the set of all stringsintorandomandnonrandomones [7].
In fact, once a certainbinarystringwith m zeroes is consideredrandom,thereis no
reasonnot to considerequallyrandomthe stringobtainedby adding(or subtracting)
one morezeroto it (or fromit).
The situationbecomes clearerif one considersinsteadthe set of all infinitebinary
strings,or sequencesof bits. Althoughin real life applicationswe are boundto encounteronlyfinite, albeitvery long, strings,it is neverthelessworthconsideringthis
to finite'but
furtheridealization.The idea of takinginfiniteobjectsas approximations
verylargeones is not new.Forexample,in equilibriumstatisticalmechanics,in order
to havea sharpnotionof a phasetransitionone has to workin the so-calledthermodynamiclimit,in whichthe numberof particlestendsto infinity(as does the volume,but
in sucha way thatparticledensityremainsconstant).5The greatadvantageof working
This curiousandcomwith sequencesis thatthey areeasierto handlemathematically.
mon stateof affairsis probablya resultof treatinga completedinfinityas one whole
(thoughlarge)object,insteadof havingto keep trackof a large(butfinite)numberof
objects(whichmakescombinatoricssuch a difficultcraft).In particular,it is possible
to obtain a sharp result, that is, to write {O, 1}N = 1Z U 7'C, decomposing the set of

sequencesinto randomandnonrandomones.
But now the questionbecomes:Whatdoes it meanto say thatan individualinfinite
sequenceof Osand ls is random?Historically,threemainnotionswereproposed6:
* stochasticness orfrequence stability, due to von Mises, Wald, and Church;
* incompressibility or chaoticness, due to Solomonoff, Kolmogorov, and Chaitin;
* typicality, due to Martin-L6f.

Interestingly,all theseproposalsendedup involvingtwo notionsapparentlyforeignto
the subjectof randomness:algorithmsand computability.Withhindsight,this is not
totallysurprising.In a sense to be clarifiedas we proceed,randomnesswill be closely
associatedwith "noncomputability."
5As the late mathematical-physicistR. Dobrushin noted, infinity is a better approximationto Avogadro's
number6.0 x 1023than to the number 100.
6In this paper we only examine these. For some recent developments, see Ambos-Spiess and Kucera [1].
Comprehensivediscussions can be found in the monographs [7], [33] or the reviews [41], [36], [18].
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Let E = {0, 11,andlet * be the set of all strings(finitewords)of Osand Is, includingthe empty stringA. Call EN the correspondingset of all binarysequences.
A preliminaryobservationis thatanyreasonablenotionof a randomsequencemakes
sense only with respectto a givenprobabilitydistributionon the set EN [41]. In fact,
a sequencewithtwice as manyOsas Is wouldnot be consideredrandomif each digit
occurs with probability p = q = 1/2 (honest coin), but it could be random if p = 1/3
andq = 2/3. Thus,althoughoriginallymotivatedby foundationalissues, the following discussionpresupposesthe usualmeasure-theoretic
probabilitytheory.
In the followingwe deal with Bemoulli(p, q) probabilitymeasureson EN, where
p + q = 1. These are productmeasuresspecifiedby theiractionon strings:to wit,
the probabilityof the stringxl ... Xk equals pmqk-m, where m is the numberof Is
andk - m the numberof Osin it. Also, we will sometimesidentifya real numberin
[0, 1] with a sequencein EN throughits binaryexpansion,x = O.xx2 ... .7 Thenthe
Bemoulli(i/2, 1/2) productmeasurecorrespondsto the uniformmeasureon [0, 1],
thatis, to LebesguemeasureA.
2. THE LOGIC CONNECTION:ALGORITHMSAND COMPUTABILITY.If
randomnessis to be conceivedof as lawlessness,thenone has to respondto the query:
What is a "law"?This is too broad,a question,and we'll focus on the (necessarily
narrow)8mathematicalnotion of 'law of formation',say, that generatesthe successive digits of a binarysequence.To clarify what that could mean, we make a short
digressionto recallsome old controversiesin the foundationsof mathematics[30].
school9mathematicalobjectsexist insofaras we
Accordingto the "constructivist"
areableto constructthemin some way.In particular,everyinfinitestructureshouldbe
givenby some methodtellinghow to constructit. In contrast,fromHIilbert's
"formalist" point of view existencecorrespondsto absenceof contradictions,i.e., to consistencyin a formalaxiomaticsystem.
In the contextof his investigationson the natureof the realnumbers,Borel (1909)
suggestedthatwe only have access to realnumbers(in fact, to any mathematicalobject) thatarespecifiableor describablein a finitenumberof words(in some language).
It was knownthatthis notionled to the Richard-Berry
In fact, Borel used
paradox.10
this paradoxand a Cantor-likediagonalargumentto concludethatthe set of finitely
describablereals,thoughthe only ones accessibleto us, arenot effectivelyenumerable,
meaningthatwe cannotdecidewhetheror not a given finitedescriptiondefinesa real
he didn'tdevelopa rigorousnotionof effectiveness.Like
number[47]. Unfortunately,
most mathematiciansat the time, he used the intuitivenotionof effectiveprocedure,
conceivedof as somekindof finite,step-by-steprecipeor prescriptionthat,if duly followed, arrivesat a desiredresult(e.g., solves a given problem).A rigorousnotionof
an effectiveprocedureor algorithm(andof computability)appearedonly in the 1930s,
as the culminationof foundationalinvestigationsin mathematicallogic, being one of
the greatachievementsof modermmathematicalscience [15].
The needfor a clarificationof the conceptof algorithm,a notiondeeplyentrenched
in mathematicalpractice[26], was only graduallyfelt. Properlyspeaking,it is a metamathematicalconcept,and it came to the fore with the creationby David Hlilbertof
7Except for x = 1, for which we take the expansion .111 .., we choose the expansion ending in an infinite
sequence of Oswheneverx is a dyadic rational.
8So as to avoid the discussion of the concept of "naturallaw" in sciences like physics.
9Which included Gauss, Kronecker,Lebesgue, Borel, Brouwer, and Weyl, to cite a few.
10A version of it goes like this: Define a naturalnumber as "the least number that cannot be described in
less than twenty words."Does this numberexist? Any answer leads to a contradiction.
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In his famouslist of twenty-threeproblems
the new disciplineof metamathematics.1l
Congressof Mathematicsin Paris(1900), probproposedat the SecondInternational
lem numberten, thoughnot mentioningthe wordalgorithm,askedfor a "procedure"
thatwoulddecidein a finitenumberof stepswhethera givenDiophantineequation"2
has an integersolution.Almost threedecadeslater,in 1928, Hilbertand Ackermann
(orDecisionProblem)for firstorderlogic, "the
formulatedthe Entscheidungsproblem
principalproblemof mathematicallogic.""3If someonesuspectedthatsuchproblems
hada negativesolution(which,by the way,was not the case for Hilbert)then,in order
to proveit so, one wouldneed to be able to surveythe class of allowedeffectiveprocedures.Only thenwouldit be meaningfulto say thata given (class of) problemshas
no effectivesolution.
Around1936, due to the effortsof suchlogiciansas G6del,Church,Kleene,Post,
Markov,andTuring,manyapparentlydifferentcandidatesfor "the"adequatenotion
of algorithmicor effectiveprocedureswere available[22]. Probablythe simplestwas
the one proposedby Turingin 1936, whichwe describenext.
Turing'smodel of computationis an idealizationbased on his analysis of the
stepsperformedby a humancalculator(a 'computor').It consists of an infiniteonedimensionaltape (i.e., there are no memorylimitations),equally dividedinto cells,
and of a controlhead with a cursorcapableof moving along the tape. Supposethat
each cell can containonly the symbols0, 1, or LI(blank).The set of tape symbolsis
S = {O,1, LII,while the set of inputsymbolsis E = {0, 11.

qo q1q2 ..qf

I

I II

I

I

1 1110111

111

Figure 1. A Turingmachine.

The controlhead acts throughthe read/writecursorthat scans one cell at a time.
At each given discreteinstant,the controlhead can be in any one of a finitenumber
of internal states belonging to a set Q = {qo, ql, . .. , qf }, among which there are the

specialinitialstateqoandthefinal (orterminating)stateqf. Dependingon the symbol
being scannedandthe statethe controlheadis in, the cursorthenwritesa tape-symbol
on the cell, moves one cell eitherto the right(R) or left (L), afterwhich the control
jumpsto anotherstate.
Hence,at each time, the machine'soperationis completelydeterminedby the currentscannedsymbolandthe currentstateof the controlhead.Thatis, each step consists in the executionof a quintuple(q, s; s', q', m), in the following sense. If q in Q
is the currentstateands in S is the symbolscanned,thens' in S is thenprintedon the
cell, the controljumpsto the new stateq' in Q, the cursormovingto the next cell to
"1Theapplicationof mathematicalreasoning and methods to formal objects like formulas, axiom systems,
and proofs, which themselves become the targetof mathematicalinvestigation.
Zn) = 0, where P is a polynomial in n variables with integer
12An equation of general form P (z .,
coefficients.
13It asks for a general procedurethat decides, in a finite number of steps, whether a formula of first order
logic is or is not a theorem.
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the rightor left, signifiedby m in {L, RI. The headis now scanninga new cell andis
instructionandthe cycle beginsanew.
in anotherstate,so it consultsthe corresponding
So we can definea Turingmachine(TM) as a list of quintuples,thatis, in termsof
its instructions.Moreformally,a Turingmachineis a functionwith domainin Q x S
andrangein Q x S x {0, 11*.An importantconsequenceis thatthereareonly countably manyTuringmachines.In fact, one codifiesthe instructionsby an alphabet(say,
binary).As the set of instructionsfor eachmachineis alwaysfinite,one can thenorder
the machinesby the increasingsize of the instructionset (numberof symbolsin its
codification)and,for each size, by lexicographicorder.In this way we get an enumeration TM1, TM2, . . . of all Turing machines.
A computationby a Turingmachineconsists of the following. Initially,an input
x from {0, 11*is writtenon the tape. To the left and right of it, all cells are blank.
The cursoris positionedat the leftmostsymbolof x, andthe controlstateis set at the
initialstateqo.Fromtherethe machinefollows the set of instructions.If the machine
eventuallyreachesthe finalstateqf, the computationhaltsandthe outputis the string
TM(x) in {0, 11*left on the tape (the computation"converges").Otherwise,the machine goes on forever(the computation"diverges").Therefore,each Turingmachine
definesa partial functionfrom the set of strings{0, 11*to itself.14In otherwords, a
computationis nothingmorenorless thansymbolprocessing.
of a positiveintegerthroughan
Now each stringin {0, 1}*is a binaryrepresentation
encoding function e: {0, 11 -}* N. A partial function f: N ->- N is said to be Turing
computableif thereis a TuringmachineTM such that,for every n in the domainof
f, thereis an inputw in {0, 11*withn = e(w) for whichthe machineeventuallystops
and such that the output TM(w) satisfies f (n) = e(TM(w)).15 From the countability

of the collectionof all Turingmachines,it follows immediatelythatthe set of (partial)
Turingcomputablefunctionsis a countablesubsetof the uncountableset of all partial
functionsfromN to N. In this sense,veryfew functionsarecomputable.
AnotherimportantresultthatemergedfromTuring'spaperwas the proofthatthere
are (infinitely many) universal Turing machines, i.e., machines that can simulate the

operationof anyotherTuringmachine.The inputof sucha universalmachineU consists of an adequateencodingof the instructionset of the machineTM thatwe want
to simulate,followedby its inputw. The outputof U is then TM(w) [35].
Strictlyspeaking,we haveassumedherethatthe inputto a Turingmachineconsists
of the data and the program,suitablycodifiedinto one block of bits. Alternatively,
one couldthinkof the dataandprogramcomingseparately.Such an approachentails
modifyingthe machineby introducinga data(or work)tape and a programtape. In
thiscase thecomputerdefinesa partialbinaryfunction0: {0, 11*x {0, 11*--*{0, 11*.
Moreover,as will become clearlater,it is convenientto considera restrictedclass of
Turingmachinescalledprefix-freemachines.
A language"6L is prefix-freeif and only if no stringof L is a prefix of another
stringof L. So, for example,a binaryprefix-freelanguagecannothave both strings
10111 and 101110101as words.A prefix-freemachineis a Turingmachinesuchthat,
whenever0 (p, q) is defined(thecomputationwith programp andinputq converges)
andthe stringp is a prefixof stringp' with p 0 p', then 0/(p', q) is not defined.In
141n case the function is defined for all strings in {0, 1}*, then the function is said to be total.

15Also, a subset A of N is said to be recursiveif its characteristicfunction is Turingcomputable.This means
that there is an algorithm to decide whether or not an element belongs to A. On the other hand, if we only
requirethat A could be effectively counted, then it is said to be a recursively or effectively enumerable (r.e.)
set. More formally, A is recursively enumerablewhen it is the range of a computablefunction.
161.e.,a collection of strings (words) over a finite alphabet.For example, any subset of {0, 1}* is a language
over {O,1}.
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otherwords,it definesa computablefunction/: {O,11*x {O,11* - {O,1}* suchthat,
for all q in tO,1}*,the function q: tO,II}*-{ O, I1*given by 'qq(P) = 0/(p, q) has
a prefix-freedomain.To satisfy this requirement,it sufficesthatthe machinehave a
finiteprogramtape and a read-onlycursorable to move exclusivelyto the right (see
Figure2). The usualpropertiesof the previousmachinesarepreserved.In particular,
the existenceof a universalprefix-freemachineis assured.

qf

110

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11I1I

0 111111

Figure 2. A prefix-freeTuringmachine.

As mentioned,there were alternativesuggestionsput forwardas the adequate
formalizationof the intuitive notion of computability:Church'slambda-calculus,
Kleene'sgeneralrecursivefunctions,Post's automata,and Markovalgorithms.Very
soon, however,it was provedthat all those apparentlydistinctnotions were in fact
equivalent,thatis, they definedthe same set of functions:namely,the computableor
partial recursive functions [40].

This, andotherfactors,led to the daringsuggestionthatthe "right"mathematically
preciseconceptof computabilityhadbeen found.This is the contentof the famous
Church-TuringThesis. The class of intuitivelycomputablefunctionscoincideswith
the class of Turingcomputablefunctions.
Note thatthis is not reallya "thesis"awaitinga proof.It is morelike a rigorousdefinitionproposedfor the intuitive(nonrigorous)notionof computability.So, whenpeople
startedto referto a methodor procedurebeingeffective, algorithmic, or mechanical,17
it was intendedto meanthatit can be implementedby a Turingmachine.
Usinghis conceptof effectiveprocedures,Church(1936) was ableto give a negative
Shortlyafterwards,Turingused a diagonal
answerto Hilbert'sEntscheidungsproblem.
argumentto prove the undecidabilityof the HaltingProblemand, by reducingthe
DecisionProblemto it, was also ableto proveits undecidability.
Now, we have earliermadethe suggestionthatrandomsequenceswouldbe those
sequencesthatare "lawless."If by thatexpressionwe meanthatthey shouldpresent
no nontrivialregularitiesor patternswhatsoever,thenno sequencewouldbe random.
In fact, a theoremof van derWaerden[8] assertsthatin everybinarysequenceone of
the two symbolsmust occurin arithmeticalprogressionsof every length.Therefore,
sucha broadconceptof "law"doesn'twork.
17The use of the adjective "mechanical"can be misleading. It intends to convey the idea of a routineprocess
that can be carriedout without the need of ingenuity, but not necessarily in the sense of physical mechanics.
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Suppose that we restrict the notion of law to that of a "rule of formation"that gives
the consecutive digits of the sequence. Given the discussion above, we are led by
the Church-Turingthesis to the idea of an effective rule, as defined by a computable
function. Hence, we are naturally led to conceive of lawlessness as the absence of
computable regularities. We can now see, by using a cardinality argument, that this
proposal is inadequate as well. For, to get the set of lawless sequences we would need
to discard from EN all the lawful ones. The latter, however, constitute at most a denumerable set of sequences. The resulting set of candidate random sequences is too
large. In fact, consider the set of sequences such that X2n = X2n+1 for all n > 1. Such
sequences are too "locally" ordered to be random, but because there are uncountably
many of them, some would have been included in the set of random sequences.18
3. RANDOMNESS AS STOCHASTICNESS. The sixth problem in Hilbert's famous list (1900) is the following [13]:
The investigationson the foundationsof geometry suggest the problem:To treatin the same
manner,by means of axioms, those physical sciences in which mathematicsplays an important
part;first of all, the theoryof probabilityand mechanics.

Note that Hilbert considered probability theory to be a branch of physics. Although
a commonly held view at the time, this is somewhat surprising coming from a formalist. In fact, the whole point of an axiomatic formulation is to highlight the formal
aspects of a mathematical theory, irrespective of its initial motivations and/or further
interpretationsand applications [6].
In 1919 the physicist Richard von Mises proposed to develop the theory of probability as part of physics [45]. In a very influential work19he suggested that the theory
should be based on the notion of random sequences, which he called "collectives"
(Kollectivs, in German).20The basic insight was the global statistical regularity observed in random experiments like coin-tossing, namely,frequency stability.
Definition 3.1. An infinite binary sequence x
i.e., if it has the following two properties:
I. Let fn = p{m < n : Xm
sequence. Then

=

1}

=

xl x2 ... is randomif it is a collective;

be the number of Is among the first n terms in the

lim

*fn

noo

n

=

p

exists and 0 < p < 1.
{0, 1} is an admissible partial function (i.e., a rule for
II. If : {0, 1}* -*
the selection of a subsequence of x such that xn is chosen precisely when
CP(xl x2 ... xn-1) = 1), then the subsequence xnl x,12... so obtained has Property I for the same p.
18Alternatively,not every lawless sequence would satisfy the Law of Large Numbers, which is taken to be a
necessary propertyof random sequences (see Section 3). This law holds except for a set of Lebesgue measure
zero, which can be uncountablylarge.
19Kolmogorovhimself recognized von Mises's influence.
20There is an anecdote about Banach who, when asked by state authorities about the relevance of his
work, replied that he was working on collectives; thereafter he wasn't bothered anymore. I thank Professor Paul Schweitzer for telling me of this episode.
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Property I is known as the Law of Large Numbers,21which in measure-theoretic
probability theory is a theorem, holding for almost all sequences x. Property II,
which is the requirement that frequency stability be preserved under the operation
of extracting infinite subsequences, eliminates such trivially nonrandom sequences
as 01010101010101 ... . It has an interpretation in terms of gambling, the source
of many of von Mises's arguments. In that context it is called the Law of Excluded
Gambling Strategy: a gambler betting in fixed amounts cannot make more profit in
the long run by betting according to a "system" than by betting at random. This is
certainly an intuitive requirement.Imagine a game in which you bet on the successive
bits of an apparentlyrandom sequence supplied by a casino. Now, if that sequence is
the binary representation of the number i7 and you are able to recognize it as such,
then by predicting in advance the next digit, you would have a gambling "system."
Many criticisms were directed at von Mises's proposals. Not only were his arguments, based on gambling-house notions, considered inexact or at best semimathematical, but also the central notion of "admissible" selections was not clarified at all.
Surely, many examples of admissible selection rules could be given: select x, for which
n is prime (or for which n is given by some other arithmetic law) or choose the x,s
that immediately follow the occurrence of 001 (in which case the choice will depend
on the elements of the sequence), etc. However, if arbitrary selection rules (i.e., arbitrary subsequences) are allowed, then collectives don't even exist. This is known as
"Kamke's argument."In fact, given a sequence tnklk>l with ni < n2 < .. ., consider
a selection from x of the subsequence x,1 Xn2 ... . If all subsequences are allowed,
there will be one such that Xnk = 1 for all k and another with Xnk = 0. Therefore, no
sequence x could be a collective.
Kamke's objection didn't disturb von Mises, it would seem, because it used the unlimited (nonconstructive) concept of existence of mathematical objects of set-theoretic
mathematics. In particular, in the argument above no "rule" for finding the subsequence is mentioned. We see here a need to clarify the notion of rules and the concomitant tension of the constructivist versus nonconstructivist viewpoints.
The next naturalmove was to restrict in suitable fasion the set of admissible selections. In 1937, Abraham Wald showed that, if the set S of admissible place selections
is countable, then collectives do exist [27]. More precisely, let
i

C(S, p) =

x E

kV( E S, lim
n-o

n

nk=

(((X)k

= P ,

1

where 0 < p < 1, be the set of collectives with respect to S.
Theorem 3.2 (Wald). For any countable S and any p in (O, 1), p C(S p) = 2Ro; that
is, C(S, p) has the cardinality of the continuum.
This result still left entirely open the question of which class S to choose. In 1940,
the logician Alonzo Churchproposed that, in order to isolate precisely those sequences
that are "intuitively"random, the set of admissible place selections should consist of
the computable or partial recursive functions. That is, only "effectively calculable"
selections should be admitted. Thus a central notion of the Theory of Algorithms (or
Recursive Function Theory or Computability Theory) entered the scene.
As a first attempt at the clarification of the concept of an individual random sequence, the Mises-Wald-Church viewpoint had some desirable traits. First of all, col21In a weaker version, it was first proven by JakobBernoulli, appearingin his posthumously published book
Ars Conjectandi(1713).
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lectives are abundant,constituting a set of measure one in E. In addition, no collective can be generated by an algorithm. For, if it could be, then one could construct
computable selection rules (Do and CPl as follows: for all n > 1,

I0(X1(xix2...xn-1)= 1 if xn =0,
|(X1(xl

X2 ...

Xn-1)

= I

if Xn

=1.

Furthermore,every random sequence is Borel-normal in base 2, meaning that every
block of bits of size k in the sequence x appears in it with the "right" asymptotic
frequency of 1/2k. This property,a case of the Law of Large Numbers, was discovered
by Borel in 1909. Moreover, he proved that, relative to Lebesgue measure, almost every
real number x in [0, 1] is absolutely normal; i.e., x satisfies the frequency condition
for blocks of digits in any base representation. Borel normality is clearly a desirable
property for any reasonable notion of randomness. In fact, it was initially proposed as
the defining characteristic of a random real number. Unfortunately, not every normal
number is random. For example, Champemowne proved in 1934 that the number
.0123456789101112131415...
is Borel-normal in base 10 [37], though clearly computable. The same is true of the
obtained by concatenation of
Copeland-Erdos (1946) number .23571113171923...,
the prime numbers. Curiously, aside from these somewhat contrived examples, and in
spite of the fact that most (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) real numbers in [0, 1]
are normal, it is not known whether such fundamental mathematical constants as i7, e,
, or log 2 are normal.22
A definitive blow against the idea of randomness as stochasticness was struck in
1939 by Jean Ville in his detailed analysis of the notion of collectives [44]. He showed
that collectives are not "randomenough" by proving that there are collectives satisfying
,n >

n -2
for all n, i.e., showing a preference for Is over Os (though still having limiting relative
frequency equal to 1/2). Moreover, according to Levy's Law of the IteratedLogarithm,
the set of sequences that exhibit this behavior has Lebesgue measure zero. In other
words, the "collectives" don't satisfy all the laws of randomness of probability theory,
understood to mean the laws holding with probability one, which renders the MisesWald-Churchnotion of randomness unsatisfactory.
4. RANDOMNESS AS INCOMPRESSIBILITY. The source of the "paradox of
randomness"mentioned in the introduction is that we don't expect a regular outcome
from a random experiment. This seems to be the intuition behind the famous "argument from design" frequently used against Darwin's theory of evolution: how could
an intricately designed structuresuch as the human eye have evolved by pure chance?
It's inconceivably improbable and therefore a "cause" must be responsible for its occurrence.23
22Werefer to their fractionalparts,which are numbersin [0, 1]. For some fascinating ideas in this direction,
see Bailey and Crandall[3].
230f course, the cause is nothing but Darwin's naturalselection, which is essentially a nonrandomprocess,
as forcefully described by the biologist R. Dawkins [16].
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A possible abstract version of this argument, based on an original intuition due
to Laplace, goes as follows. Suppose the object of interest is a binary string w (i.e.,
assume that all objects of interest can be codified as such strings) of length IwI = n.
The question is to decide whether this string appeared by pure chance (i.e., by cointossing) or was "designed." The probability of its being generated by chance is 2'.
Now, suppose it was generated by some simple "mechanism" (or "cause") that itself
can be codified (described) by a string with m bits, with m much smaller than n. This
would mean w is so regular that it can be (implicitly) described by the much smaller
string representing its generating "cause."Therefore, it is 2n-m more likely that w was
generated by some cause than at random [25].
The idea of randomness as incompressibility was proposed independently (and almost simultaneously) by Ray Solomonoff, Andrei Kolmogorov, and Gregory Chaitin.
The intuition is that a string is "irregular"or "patternless"if it cannot be "described"
more efficiently than by giving the whole string itself. This is the notion of programsize algorithmic (or descriptive) complexity.24From its vantage point a string is random if no program of size substantially smaller than the string itself can generate or
describe it.
For example, some (base 10) numbers, even large ones like 1,000,000,000,000, have
short representations;a case in point is the numberjust cited, which can be expressed
as 1012. But it is difficult to describe economically, say, the number 5,172,893,164,583,
except by writing it down digit for digit. The situation is exemplified even more dramatically by very long strings. Take, for instance, the highly "ordered"binary string
111 ... 1 consisting of 10,000 copies of the digit 1. It can be described by the program
"print 1, 10,000 times." Compared to the sequence itself, which is 10,000 bits long,
its description needs a little more than log2 10,000 t 14 bits. On the other hand, to
describe an arbitrary"disordered"10,000-bit-long string, we will most probably need
to print the string itself, which serves as its own (very long) description. As observed
in [39], randomness in this sense is due either to "extreme disorder" or to an "exaggerated order": the string is so uncharacteristically "complicated" that its precise
description cannot be shorterthan itself.
To formalize these notions, consider w in {0, I1*, and let U be a universal Turing
machine. Let U(p) be the output of machine U when fed an input p from to, 11*,and
let IpI be the length (in bits) of the word p. Then we record:
Definition 4.1 (Kolmogorov-Chaitin). The descriptive or algorithmic complexity
Ku (w) of a word w with respect to the machine U is given by
oo
K
KU(W) = imintlpl:

U(p) = w}

if there is no p such that U (p) = w,
otherwise.

In other words, Ku (w) is the size of the smallest input program p that, when fed to
the Turing machine U, outputs ("prints")w and stops. Alternatively, it is the length
of the shortest binary program p that "describes" or "codifies" the "object" w. This
definition is universal or machine-independent in the following sense.
Theorem 4.2 (Invariance Theorem). If U is a universal Turing machine, then for
any universal Turingmachine U it is true that
Ku(w) < KU(w) + c&
for all w in tO, 1}*, where c& is a constant independent of w.
24Tobe distinguishedfrom resource-basedor computationalcomplexity.
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Proof. Let U (q) = w and let s( be the program that simulates the machine U in the
machine U: U(s&q) = U(q) = w. Then p = s&q has length II = IsLI+ Iql, and
letting c& = Is&1,we have
Ku (w)

mi
{p:u(p)=W1

pI<

mi

(IqI+c&)=K&

{q:U(q)=w}

(w)+cC.

U

One says that Ku (w) is the "optimal"complexity25of w in the sense that IKu1(w) Ku2(w)I < c = c(Ul, U2) for all w in {0, 11* and any pair of universal Turing machines U1 and U2. One can then fix once and for all a universal Turing machine U and
write K (w) = Ku (w).
The following result shows that there are few words with low complexity.
Proposition 4.3. :{w E

* : K(w) < k} <

2k

Proof. One can list all computer programs of length less than k, ordered by increasing
size:
A, 0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, . I.I. 11... .11,
yielding a total of 1 + 2 + 4 + ... + 2k-1 = 2k - 1 programs. As each program generates at most one output for each input, we obtain the stated result.
.

Kolmogorov proposed to call an infinite sequence random if it has initial segments
(or prefixes) of high complexity. Such sequences are said to be incompressible.
Definition 4.4. A sequence x in
constant c such that

EN

is incompressible (or chaotic) when there is a

K(x(n)) > n

for all n, wherex(n)

c

-

= X1X2 ... Xn-

Unfortunately, the Swedish mathematician Per Martin-L6f showed that no such sequence exists.
Theorem 4.5 (Martin-Lof). Iff : N

-S

N is a computablefunction such that

00

L2-f(n)

=

CC

n=1

thenfor any binary sequence x

=

x1x2 ... it is the case that

K(x(n)) <n

-

f (n)

for infinitely many values of n.
In particular,the theorem holds for f (n) = log2 n. Therefore, every binary sequence
drops infinitely often below n-log2
n, that is, far below its own length. This deadlock
25Sometimes also called "entropy,"adding to the multitude of differentnotions bearing that name.
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led Martin-L6fto formulatehis own notionof randomness,which we will discussin
the next section.
On the otherhand,Chaitin,Levin, Schnorr,and otherswere able to show thatthe
incompressibilityidea can be made consistentby suitablyrestrictingthe class of alis probablythe
gorithms(or Turingmachines).Chaitin'sconceptof prefix-algorithms
simplest.Theideais reminiscentof thenotionof prefix-freecodes or languagesusedin
is a partialcomputable
informationtheory.As we saw in Section2, a prefix-algorithm
functionqq, for fixed q, whose domainis prefix-free.Thus if the correspondingTuring machinehalts for inputsp and p', then neitherinputis an initial segmentof the
other.Thereis a correspondinguniversalprefix-freeTuringmachineandbasicallyall
notionsdevelopedearliercarryoverto the treatmentof suchmachines.
In contrastto ordinaryalgorithms,prefix-algorithmsare self-delimiting.That is,
of the stringw by a Turingmachine.Thefollowsupposethe stringp is a "description"
ing mightwell happenwithoutthe prefixproviso.The machine,when presentedwith
the inputp, wouldfirstscanit fromtip to tip in orderto obtainits length IpI = n and
onlythenbeginthebit-by-bitcomputationon p. In thiscase the complexityof w might
By
well amountto n + log2 n insteadof n. This cannothappenfor prefix-algorithms.
the
the
at
stops
the
and
machine
right,
the
is
read
only
to
tape
construction program
lastbit of p.
This motivatesthe replacementof the previousnotionof complexitywith the folCu(w)
lowing one. If U is a universalprefixalgorithm,thenthe (Chaitin)-complexity
U
is
by
a
w
relative
to
given
string
of
Cu(w) = min{lpl: U(p, A) = w}.

By the InvarianceTheorem,we can fix a universalmachineU and declareC(w) =
Cu(w) to be the complexityof w. Thenone replacesthe previousdefinitionby:
Definition4.6. A sequencex in EN is incompressible (or chaotic) when there is a
constantc suchthat
C(x(n))

for all n, wherex(n)

>n-c

= x1x2. . . x,.

The greattechnicaladvantageof workingwith prefixalgorithmscomes froma result in informationtheorycalled Kraft'sinequality(1949) (see Rozenbergand Salomaa [38, p. 164]).It assertsthateveryprefix-freelanguagei over {O,1} satisfies

E

2-Hwl< 1.

WEL

A generalizationof this inequalityknown as the Kraft-Chaitininequality[7], [9] is
a crucialingredientin the proof of the equivalenceof the notion of incompressible
sequencesand another,conceptuallyvery differentnotion,thatof typicalsequences.
This is the topic of the next section.
5. RANDOMNESS AS TYPICALITY. Intuitively,we consider somethingto be
"typical"when it is unexceptionalor ordinary.If the objects in questionare binary
Also, we wouldlike
sequences,we could say thattypicalsequencesare"featureless."
the set of typical sequencesto be much "bigger"thanthe set of nontypicalones, in
some sense. But in exactly what sense? In the contextof measuretheory,which of58
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fers a generalizationof the notionsof areaandvolume,a set is considered"small"or
unexceptionalwhenit has measurezero.
Oneof the earliestapplicationsof thisnotionwas in celestialmechanics,in connection with the problemof the stabilityof the solarsystem.There,the idea was to prove
stabilityby showingthatthe set of initialconditionsof the equationsof motionthatled
to some catastrophicevent (e.g., planetarycollisions or dispersionto infinity)would
be a set of measurezero. In otherwords,the set of "problematic"
pointsis negligible
Of course,thereis some arbitrariness
to thisnotion:
andhasno physicalsignificance.26
whatis considerednegligiblein one contextmightnonethelessbe importantin another
one.27

Letus return,however,to binarysequences.Inthe essaycitedearlier,Ville observed
notionof stochasticsequenceswas that
thatthe inadequacyof the Mises-Wald-Church
it is based on a single "lawof randomness,"
namely,the Law of LargeNumbers.He
suggestedthata trulyrandomsequenceshouldsatisfy all such laws. Moreprecisely,
a sequenceis typical accordingto Ville if it satisfies all propertiesthat occur with
probabilityone in EN; i.e., if {E,, Ol E I} is the collectionof all sets of probability
one, thenx wouldbe typicalif:
Xe

flnEa.

a

Formulatedso simply, this cannot work. For example, let X be the Bernoulli
(1/2, 1/2) distribution. Then Q({x})= 0 for all x or, equivalently, X(EN - {x}) = 1.
Therefore,nr!Ea = 0 and there would be no typical sequences!To save the idea,
one needs to restrictin some fashionthe collectionof sets of probabilityone. This is
a familiarsituationand once againthe notion of algorithmsor effective procedures
comes to the rescue.
In 1966 Martin-Lof(thenworkingas a postdocin Moscow)advancedthe notionof
sets of effectivemeasureone. Recallfirstthe notionof a null set in EN: it is a set that
can be coveredby certainelementarysets suchthatthe coverhas measureas small as
we want.The basicbuildingblocksof the coverarethe cylindersets, rP = {x E E:
x = wy}, wherew belongsto {O,11*.These arethe sets of all sequenceswith a given
prefixw. Note thatin termsof the realnumbersin [0, 1], each cylinderset is a dyadic
interval (0.w, 0.w + 2-1wI].

Let ,u be a probabilitymeasureon E. We say thata subsetN of EN is ,u-nullif
and only if, for each rational number E > 0, there is a sequence of words w0, w1, ...
in {0, 11*suchthat
(i) NcUrWk
k>1

and
(ii) Y, AWWO< 'e
k>1

A set N is saidto be effectively,A-nullprovidedthereexists an algorithm(i.e., a Turing
machine)that, for each rationalc > 0 and nonnegativeintegerk, computesWk for
which the foregoingconditions(i) and (ii) are satisfied.A set of effective ,u-measure
one is definedby complementation.
Note thatin the case of the Bernoulli(1/2, 1/2)measure A, we have (Fw) = 2-1w1.
26Morerecently, these ideas have been also used in the foundations of statistical mechanics.
271nthe previous example, it is clear that planetarycollisions are very importantevents in astronomy and
the planetarysciences.
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A probabilitymeasure,t is said to be computablewhen, for each positiverational
number andeach w in {O,11*,thereexists a TuringmachinecomputablefunctionF
taking (c, w)

-* F(6,

w) such that
JF(c, w) -

(rw)l

<,e-

Forexample,the Bernoulli(1/2, 1/2)-measureis computable,because2-n is rational.
Withthesenotions,Martin-Lofobtainedthe followingresult.
Theorem 5.1 (Martin-Lof). Let ,t be a computable probability measure. The intersection of sets of effective ft-measure one is nonempty and is a set of effective Ameasure one.

This showsthatthe identificationof the set of randomsequenceswiththe set of typical
when it belongs to all sets
sequencesis consistent:a sequenceis Martin-Lof-random
of effectivemeasureone (for some computablemeasure).
Martin-Lof'sideas can be interpretedin termsof the conceptof an effectivestatistical sequentialtest for randomness.It consistsof a recursivelyenumerablesequence
of dyadic intervals IIn1, such that, for each fixed m, A (I,n) < 2-m = 6. To apply the
test on a sequencex meansto choose a confidencelevel m (or 6) andcheck whether
or not x belongs to In for some n > 1. In the affirmativecase, x is rejected(it fails
the test), being considerednonrandomat the level m. On the otherhand,if x is not
rejectedfrom a certainlevel on, then it passes (or succeeds in) the test. Therefore,
each test eliminatesa certainregularitypropertythatis consideredincompatiblewith
if it
the sequencebeing random.Hence, a sequenceis said to be Martin-Lof-random
passes all the effective sequentialtests for randomness.The abovetheoremamounts
to the statementthatthereis a universal(or maximal)sequentialtest that,if passed,
definesa sequenceas beingrandom.
Corollary 5.2. A computable sequence x in EN is ,A-typicalif and only if t({x}) > 0.

x in [0,1] is nontypical.Although,from this
In particular,Lebesgue-almost-every
point of view, most real numbersare nontypical,it is impossibleto constructa single concreteexampleof such a numberby algorithmicmeans(i.e., they arenoncomputable).
Thecrowningachievementof theseinvestigationsis thefollowingimpressiveresult,
connectingtwo apparentlyvery differentnotionsof randomness(for a proof, see Li
andVitainyi[33] or Calude[7]).
Theorem 5.3 (Levin-Schnorr-Chaitin). A binary sequence is typical with respect to
the Bernoulli(1/2, 1/2) measure if and only if it is chaotic with respect to that distribution.

realnumbersin [0, 1] is, by construction,a set of
The set R of Martin-Lof-random
one. Each of its elementsx is noncomputable,thatis, thereis no
Lebesgue-measure
algorithmthatgeneratesthe binarydigitsof x. However,one can define,in the style of
classicalmathematics,particularexamplesof such numbers.The most famousis the
so-called Chaitin's Q-number:
Q=

E
{pE*

2-IP1I

:U(p,A)<ooc

for a fixeduniversalprefix-freeTuringmachineU. The sumis takenover all inputsp
in * for whichthe computationconverges(U halts).
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Note thatQ > 0, for U haltsfor some inputp. By Kraft'sinequality,Q < 1; since
U does nothaltfor all inputs,we haveQ < 1. Therefore0 < Q < 1. ThenumberQ is
calledthe haltingprobabilitywithrespectto U: Q is theprobabilitythatthe machineU
stopswhenfed an inputp chosen"atrandom"(i.e., by tossing an honestcoin).
It can be shownthatQ has certaincuriousfeatures[38]. Firstof all, it is an incomIn spite of its being noncomputable,
pressiblenumber,hence (Martin-LUf)-random.28
Q can be estimated,and it is knownthat0.00106502 < Q < 0.217643. Also, if the
prefix Q (n) of size n is known,then we can decide all haltingproblemscodifiable
in less thann bits. It follows that Q has the following property.Let ,Bbe a formula
in some axiomatic mathematical system A, and let TM(A, /P) and TM(A, -P) be

Turingmachinesthat check whether,Bor -, is a theorem(merelyby verifyingall
possibleproofsin the system).If a big enoughinitialprefixQ (n) is known,one can
decidewhether,Bis provable,not provable,or independentin A!
How big a prefixis neededdependson the sizes of F and ,B,thatis, on how compactlyexpressibletheyare.A reasonableestimate(forhumanlyinterestingcases)reckons that some 10,000 digits would suffice.This would encompasssuch classicalconundrumsas Goldbach'sconjectureandRiemann'shypothesis.The catchis that,even
if Q (n) were known,it wouldbe computationallyuseless:the computationtime t (n)
to findfromQ (n) all the haltingprogramsof size less thann increasesfasterthanany
computablefunction.
sequencesis mathematically
6. CONCLUSION. The notionof Martin-Lof-random
consistentand, unexpectedly,coincides with an apparentlyvery differentnotion of
Coupledwith the fact that no serirandomness,namely,that of incompressibility.29
ous flaw,analogousto the ones that surfacedin the theoryof the collectives,has yet
been found, this state of affairsmakes a strongargumentsupportingthe concept of
sequencesas the best candidatefor the mathematicaldefinitionof
Martin-Lof-random
randomness.
As observedin [17], this parallelsthe storyleadingto the proposalof the ChurchTuringthesis.By the sametoken,the maintheoreticalobjectionsarethe ones inherited
thesis.30Forexample,isn't therean overemphathroughthe use of the Church-Turing
sis on the conceptof computability?After all, as rememberedin [40, p. 316], "most
of mathematicsis aboutnoncomputableobjectsand even noncountableones."Is the
conceptof randomness,foundedin the conceptof absenceof computableregularities,
the only adequateandconsistentone? In whichdirections,if any,shouldone look for
alternatives?
Even moreproblematicare some allegedlydeep connectionsto randomnessin the
physicalworld,whichareadvancedon the basis of the givenmathematicaldefinition.
Whatis not quiteclearis the soundnessof such questionsas: "Is the universerecurAfterall, computabilityis aboutalgorithmicproceduresthatin turn
sive/computable?"
referto a class of methodsusedby humansfor solvingcertainmathematicalproblems,
methodsthatmay appearin connectionwithphysicalmodels.Frequentlya distinction
isn't clearlydrawnbetweenthe mathematicalformalismused in a physicaltheoryand
It seems to presupposethe idea
the referentsthe theoryis supposedto investigate.31
thatthe "universe"can somehowbe identifiedwith a kindof big universalTuringma28And accordingto Borel, would not be a real numberat all.
29Forother equivalences, see Calude [8].
30See Copeland [12] for a nice discussion of the thesis and some misunderstandingsof it.
31 t is analogous to saying that quantummechanics is Hilbert space analysis instead of a theory about atoms
and molecules. Or,that classical mechanics is dynamical systems theory instead of a theory of interactingpoint
particles.
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thisis
chineputtingoutbits forus to decode.Besidesbeing stronglyanthropomorphic,
an extremesimplificationof natureandis at odds with the picturespresentedto us by
the naturalsciences.Of course,thisis not to say thatinvestigationof the computability
propertiesof, say,the solutionof certainpartialdifferentialequationsdescribingphysThe questionis whetheror not ourdescriptionof them
ical processesis unimportant.
as computablebearsanyrelevanceto the naturalprocessesthemselves.
Finally,whataboutapplications?This is probablywherethe theoryhas the least to
offer,althoughthatwas not the mainpurposeof the investigationto begin with (however,see Li andVitainyi[33]). Considerthe questfor long tablesof randomnumbers.
These are in greatdemandin statistics(in conjunctionwith the problemof random
sampling),in computersimulations(for instance,in applicationsof the Monte Carlo
It wouldbe desirableto generatesuchnumbersquickly,
method),andin cryptography.
of memory
preferablyin a reproducibleway, withouta simultaneousoverburdening
resources.But these arerequirementsthatcannotbe satisfiedby a "truly"randomsequence.In fact, such sequencesare noncomputable,so cannotbe efficientlystored.
Nor can one generatehigh complexitybinarystringsfrom a small random"seed."
Moreover,the complexityfunctionC(x) is itself noncomputable[7], [33], therefore
one cannotalgorithmicallydecidewhethera certainstringis random.One settlesfor
a more pragmaticprinciple:"if it acts randomly,it is random."That is, one resorts
to pseudorandombit generators[31], which are completelycomputablemethodsto
bits. Althoughpredictablein principle,one tries to
generatelarge "random-looking"
for applications.
designthemso thatthey displaysufficient(pseudo)randomness
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